
Community Council meeting minutes 10/12/2022 at 3:15pm 

 

Attendees:  

-Brandy Hamstra 

-Crystal Applegate 

-Mrs. Ryan 

-Mrs. Dees- filling in for Mrs. McClure 

-Diana Adamson 

 

*Review rules of order and procedure as a group.  

 -Motion to approve to adopt it as is.  

*Discussion of SCAM emails coming out.  

 -Reminder to all to be extra vigilant and be aware of any asking for personal information and or 

money. Emails looking like they are coming from Mrs. McClure, and or assistants from Granite School 

District, that look very realistic.  

 

*Reviewed and discussed filters and security and new programs for kids Chromebooks. 

 -District level IBOSS filters are already built in, though kids can get around these if they try hard 

enough. Discussion of Land school- where teachers can see what all the kids are seeing. This is a live 

feed only, We do have tech coaches that can pull histories as needed.  

 -Amira- Exciting new platform which is like an AI teacher. It listens via the microphone, and 

helps kids with pronunciation and assists with areas needing improvement, and or more practice. This is 

implemented and being used now.  

 -I- ready= Math curriculum which is adopted district wide. Classes are using this right now.  

 

*Discussed How do we inform parents about all of these new exciting programs.  

 -Add to the Bulletin, so it goes out via email AND paper.  

 

*Digital Learning and Safety. 

 - Discussed doing a presentation for teacher and or kids. We need to find out what the different 

grade levels are doing right now. Is it working, do we want to enhance it, and if so how. This will be 

discussed further in the next leadership meeting.  



*Watched several videos as a group. What is Community Council, and how to get involved. Job 

descriptions of the Community Council, and how they assist.  

 

*Halloween plans 

 - Mrs. Ryan brought up some diversity concerns. Not all kids celebrate or participate. Some by 

choice, and others lack costumes. We want to ensure any, and all kids can participate if they want to. 

Discussed sending an email to teachers asking them to get a feel for what the need is in their classroom. 

We can go from there based on that information, to see if we can have some items donated etc.  

 

*Attract and retain discussion.  

 - What can we do or offer to retain and attract more students. Discussed frustrations brought up 

by some parents about the inability to Choose if their Kindergartner goes to full day or half day. This will 

be brought up to Mrs. McClure so they can look at funds, and where the need is currently.  

 

*Roundtable Items 

 - Discussed land trust funds from last year and how they went to all of our wonderful para 

educators. This year the funds will be doing the same as we went over budget last year.  

 

Adjournment at approx.. 3:54pm 


